Biocatalytic synthesis of tritium ((3)H)-labelled taxa-4(5),11(12)-diene, the pathway committing precursor of the taxoid diterpenoids.
Availability of isotope-labelled metabolites often proves to be an essential prerequisite for the successful identification of a biosynthetic pathway. Also for the metabolic engineering isotope-labelled, either radioactive or non-radioactive, biosynthetic intermediates represent valuable tools for the assessment of metabolic flux, identification of unexpected biosynthetic side reactions, or for the confirmation of the functionality of the engineered reaction step. Most often the required compounds are neither available commercially nor prepared by chemical means within an acceptable time span and effort. Biocatalytic synthesis of early pathway intermediates may offer an attractive solution for this problem. For the metabolic engineering of taxol biosynthesis in a heterologous host, like yeast, isotope-labelled taxanes represent useful tools for the establishment and functional assessment of the introduced biosynthetic steps. Using Taxus chinensis taxadiene synthase expressed in the heterologous organism Pichia pastoris, we describe a method for the biocatalytic synthesis of tritium ((3)H)-labelled taxa-4(5),11(12)-diene, which represents the pathway committing biosynthetic precursor for all taxoid diterpenoids.